NMR studies on fully hydrated membrane proteins, with emphasis on bacteriorhodopsin as a typical and prototype membrane protein.
The 3D structures or dynamic feature of fully hydrated membrane proteins are very important at ambient temperature, in relation to understanding their biological activities, although their data, especially from the flexible portions such as surface regions, are unavailable from X-ray diffraction or cryoelectron microscope at low temperature. In contrast, high-resolution solid-state NMR spectroscopy has proved to be a very convenient alternative means to be able to reveal their dynamic structures. To clarify this problem, we describe here how we are able to reveal such structures and dynamic features, based on intrinsic probes from high-resolution solid-state NMR studies on bacteriorhodopsin (bR) as a typical membrane protein in 2D crystal, regenerated preparation in lipid bilayer and detergents. It turned out that their dynamic features are substantially altered upon their environments where bR is present. We further review NMR applications to study structure and dynamics of a variety of membrane proteins, including sensory rhodopsin, rhodopsin, photoreaction centers, diacylglycerol kinases, etc.